Siemon Interconnect Solutions

Established in 1903, The Siemon Company is an industry leader in the manufacturing and innovation of high-quality, high-performance network infrastructure solutions for Data Centers, Intelligent Buildings and Industrial Automation. Headquartered in Connecticut, USA, Siemon offers the most comprehensive suite of copper and fiber cabling systems available. Providing the physical layer infrastructure including cabinets, PDUs, high speed interconnects, cable pathways and management to public and private organizations globally, including many of the fortune 500 companies.

Siemon Interconnect Solutions (SIS), a division of The Siemon Company, is dedicated to supporting Manufacturers, Integrators and VAR’s. With decades of experience as a technology partner supporting industry leaders in various markets, SIS has developed the unique skillset to become a valued partner in the design, development, project management, manufacture and supply of market-centric solutions.

SIS Value

US Sales and Support
Our professional customer service team is the lifeline to our valued customers for all their business needs. SIS technical sales specialists are highly skilled and trained professionals with extensive experience to support most Ethernet cabling and networking challenges.

High Volume Capabilities
Siemon’s global manufacturing, warehousing and supply chain are designed for high output, maximum efficiency and short lead-times. Combined they meet the demands of large public and private organizations around the globe, including many of the world’s best-known brands.

World Class Quality
With an unbending commitment to Quality, Service, Innovation and Value, Siemon invests heavily in its people, R&D, quality systems, manufacturing capabilities and industry standards to create a vertically integrated manufacturing environment that controls the entire process from raw materials to customer satisfaction. All Siemon factories are ISO 9001:2015 certified.

Environmental Commitment
Siemon is proud to do its part in helping to keep the planet green. We have long been incorporating environmental practices into our processes and facilities. Visit www.siemon.com/sis to learn more about our stewardship to our planet.

Supported Applications
• Rack and Stack Integration
• Top, End and Middle of Row Switching
• Aggregation and Core Switching
• Storage
• Edge Computing
• Enterprise, Cloud and Colo Data Centers
• Industrial Automation
• Industrial IoT

Supported Customer Types
• Switch/Server/Storage OEMs/ODMs
• Rack Level Integrators
• Industrial Equipment OEMs
• IoT Device OEMs
• Industrial Automation Integrators
• Switch/Server/Storage VARs
• Large end-users

For more information on Siemon’s industrial cables and connectors, including options, pricing and availability, contact a SIS Sales Representative.

Find full technical specifications and other resources at: WWW.SIEMON.COM/SIS
Data Center Solutions

**Server and Network Cabinets**
Offered in a wide selection of common sizes and configurations, Siemon’s line of cabinets, open frame racks and wall mount enclosures are smart in design, robust in construction and effectively serves the needs for today’s entrance facilities and data centers. SIS inventories and ships cabinets from multiple locations, around the globe, saving on transit time and shipping costs.

**V-BUILT™ Preconfigured Solutions**
Data center cabinets are preconfigured with power, cabling, cable management and other ancillary's critical to today’s data center needs and are all manufactured and assembled by Siemon factories. Our SIS team can maximize efficiencies, increase deployment speed, save money and help custom configure your solution.

**High Speed Copper and Fiber**
Offering a large selection of copper and fiber high speed interconnects from 10GbE to 200GbE and beyond. Global supply, high output, volume pricing and short lead times are just a few of the value-adds Siemon offers.

**PowerMax PDUs**
Siemon's line of intelligent PDUs provide valuable energy consumption data while reliably delivering power to critical IT equipment. Each of our PDU families deliver real-time power information ranging from basic Metered units to full-featured Managed PDUs.

Industrial / Internet of Things

**Harsh Environment**
Siemon offers an extensive line of copper and fiber Ethernet solutions designed for extreme IT environments. IP67-rated RJ45, M12 and LC connectivity complimented by cabling that's chemical resistant and rated for high temp, high flex applications ensures reliable network connections in harsh conditions.

**Commercial / Light Industrial**
Siemon offers the most comprehensive lineup of commercial grade network cabling systems available, combined with almost limitless customizable options to support most network configurations.

**ConvergeIT™**
Convergence of networks in support of IoT, Intelligent buildings and automotive Ethernet, are a growing trend and Ethernet is the backbone for these technologies. As a technology partner, Siemon has the R&D, manufacturing capabilities and expertise to help support our OEM customers in these various markets.
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